Purpose of Plat Plan or Survey for ARB Application
A plat plan is an illustrative drawing showing important structures, dimensions, equipment, etc. and
other informational details. A plat plan can be very detailed and extensive as often created by an
architect or engineer, but for our purposes within the HOA for most things, it doesn't have to
be. Providing a plat plan with your ARB application submission, if required and in most cases, doesn't
have to be a big ordeal nor does it require the expense of involving a costly surveyor. The
requirement of a site plan is when the homeowner intends to add or change landscaping, pavers,
driveways, fencing, additions, pools, pool cages, lanais, patios and or build or modify a structure on
the exterior of their home and must be shown to scale with all easements shown as well. These
changes can have an impact on RL documents (and/or Lee County) requirements for "front/back/side
setbacks" from the property line. Many of our homes not only have setback requirements but also
border common property (lakes, nature preserve, or drainage easement), we need to make sure the
setbacks are maintained and also that the homeowner is not impacting the common property.
The purpose of the plat plan is to show the relationship of the new structure to the homeowner's
property line. Homeowners are not authorized to build structures beyond their lot and in some cases
the HOA Documents and/or the County requires the structure to be a certain distance ("setback")
from the property line.
Projects involving installation or modification of a structure require a plat plan to ensure adherence to
setback requirements. Fences, while being structures, are thought of a bit differently when it comes to
setback requirements. For most fence installations, the ARB wants to see a certified professional
survey to ensure the following things do not happen: (1) fence is built on the neighbors' property
because homeowner did not know precisely where the property line is, (2) fence is built right on the
property line 3) fence is built on homeowner's property and is not being built on common property or
in an easement. Technically, a fence built on the property line is jointly owned by both homeowners
which could lead to disputes down the road. The plat plan ensures the homeowner is adhering to RL
Document rules and minimizes the chances of disputes between homeowners over structure
locations.
The best and easiest way to create a plat plan is to use an existing survey. Typically, when
purchasing a home, the mortgage lender and/or title company requires a current survey and orders
the document which is delivered by a contracted licensed surveyor. As a homeowner you likely were
given a copy of the survey. In most cases, any drawing should be done by the contractor hired to
make the modification or addition. Make sure your drawing is appropriately labeled to include
measurements such as lengths, widths and other distances. Also include proper descriptive terms for
what is being depicted. For example, a fence addition should note the length of each run, note the
distances to the property line, show where gates will be installed, describe the type of fencing
material to be used, etc. And, for fences it should be noted they should be located more than 0" from
the property line whereas a minimum distance of 4" or greater is recommended.
If you cannot locate an old survey of your property you may consider using a plot diagram (NOTE: for
a property border fence a certified survey is required and would be obtained by the contractor from
Lee County)
Go to the Lee County Property Appraiser's site at https://www.leepa.org/
1. Click database search and type in your address.
2. Click on property details.
3. Scroll down and open location information.
4. Click view recorded plat at leeclerk.org. Note the book and page.
5. Click book/page search.
6. Choose plats, then enter book/page.
7. Find correct book/page and click.
8. See overview of the section of properties.
9. Scroll pages to find your property section. Note page number.
10. Go to that page. Find your property. There may be several properties shown on the same plat.
11. Single out your property. Enlarge to fit 1 page. Notice any easements shown. These are areas
where nothing can be done. No landscaping, pool, pavers, fence can be put in easements.
12. Draw in the structure you desire to have added or changed on your lot to include
dimensions/measurements and a detailed description

